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Young Adult

Stone Girl
Eleni Hale

Pub date: May 2018
Format: 368pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World

Compelling, involving and beautifully written,
Stone Girl is the powerful and moving story of
twelve–year–old Sophie, who becomes a ward of
the state.

A heartbreaking story of raw survival and hope,
and the children society likes to forget.
A stunning and unforgettable debut YA.
An unspeakable event changes everything for
twelve–year–old Sophie. No more Mum, school
or bed of her own. She’s made a ward of the
state and grows up in a volatile world where kids
make their own rules, adults don’t count and the
only constant is change.
Until one day she meets Gwen, Matty and Spiral.
Spiral is the most furious, beautiful boy Sophie
has ever known. And as their bond tightens she
finally begins to confront what happened in her
past.
I’m at the police station. There’s blood splattered
across my face and clothes. In this tiny room
with walls the colour of winter sky I hug a black
backpack full of treasures. Only one thing is
certain . . . no one can ever forgive me for what
I’ve done.
ELENI HALE was a reporter at the Herald Sun,
a communications strategist for the union
movement and has written for many print and
online news publications. Her short story fig
was published as part of the ABC’s In their
branches project and she has received three
Varuna awards. She lives in Melbourne, and is
currently working on her second book. Stone
Girl is her first novel.
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Praise for Stone Girl:
‘A heartbreaking, authentic and exceptionally
written story.’ FLEUR FERRIS, AUTHOR OF RISK
‘Eleni Hale has written a dark and gritty tale of
abandonment and survival that captures our
greatest fears and our deepest hope. Gripping,
eloquent, and realer than real, Stone Girl will
break your heart into a million tiny pieces, then
quietly put it back together again.’ NICOLE
HAYES, AUTHOR OF A SHADOW’S BREATH

Sales Points:
•

The writing in this book is exceptional
and has the authenticity of direct lived
experience – you won’t be able to put it
down and we think it has award–winning
potential. It’s also incredibly moving!

•

Explores the tragedy of the group home and
foster care system and what happens when
a child slips between the cracks. Sadly, this
is still the subject of current news stories.

•

Author’s note: While this is a work of fiction
a good portion is inspired by real events, real
people, real places and a culture I knew too
well. I was one of the lucky ones because
I got out, I went back to school and
struggled my way out of the margins of
society. I became a journalist and tried to
research and prove all I knew was broken
with the system. While stories leak out
now and again I found when it came to the
truth about state kids the government was,
and still is, in lockdown. There isn’t much
the outside world can uncover about the
voiceless and unwanted children. And when
it comes to teenagers, few really care. So
many people I know were judged, unloved
and ended up in prison or worse. They were
survivors of uncaring or abusive parents and
they lived in a system designed to neglect
them.

Young Adult

I Am Out With Lanterns
Emily Gale

Pub date: August 2018
Format: 384pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous title:
The Other Side of Summer: North America (HarperCollins)

A beautiful novel about friendship, first love and
the power of art to change lives.

One of us is in the dark.
One of us is a bully.
One of us wants to be understood.
One of us loves a girl who loves another.
One of us remembers the past as if it just
happened.
One of us believes they’ve drawn the future.
But we’re all on the same map, looking for the
same thing.
Year Ten begins with a jolt for best friends
and neighbours Wren and Milo. Along with
Hari, Juliet, Ben and Adie, they tell a story of
friendship, family, wild crushes, bitter feuds, and
the power of a portrait.
As their lives interwine, images could bring them
together, and tear them apart.
EMILY GALE has been involved in the
children’s book industry for nearly twenty
years as an editor, reviewer, talent finder and
literary award judge. She spent several happy
years at independent bookshop Readings as
a children’s book buyer, during which time
she was instrumental in establishing their
Children’s Book Prize. Emily’s writing includes
four novels for teenagers: Girl, Aloud (2009),
Steal My Sunshine (2013) and The Other Side of
Summer (2016) and its companion novel, I Am
Out with Lanterns (2018).
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Praise for The Other Side of Summer:
‘Fans of Rebecca Stead will gravitate to this
heartfelt and beautiful tale that fits perfectly in
the gray area between middle grade and young
adult.’ SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL
‘A bittersweet, hopeful coming–of–age story
complicated by loss, saved by love.’ KIRKUS
REVIEWS
‘Summer Jackman is prickly, sad, funny –
and absolutely loveable. This pitch–perfect
story is full of hope and magic. Exquisite
and unforgettable.’ FIONA WOOD, AWARD–
WINNING AUTHOR OF WILDLIFE
‘A beautifully rendered portrayal of grief, family
and leaving things behind, The Other Side of
Summer is a welcome addition to the shelves
of Australian middle fiction . . . This perfectly
pitched piece is a beauty.’ BOOKS+PUBLISHING
‘The characters are strong and real . . . It’s
impossible not to care about them all. Death,
grief and separation are handled with sensitivity,
a gentle touch of magic realism and beautiful
imagery perfectly and seamlessly pinned into
place.’ SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
‘Sometimes a book strikes such a personal chord
with you that you are almost mesmerised by it
from the first . . . This is a beautiful exploration of
grief, intertwining lives and the deep darkness of
depression which will intrigue readers from the
start.’ LOSONGZOPA.WORDPRESS.COM

The Other Side of
Summer
Emily Gale

JUNE 2016

Young Adult

Just Breathe
Andrew Daddo

Pub date: August 2018
Format: 368pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World excluding Germany

Another compelling story for teenagers from
well–loved Australian author and celebrity,
Andrew Daddo.

Hendrix’s father has a vision – to see Hendrix
run for Australia at the Olympics. His days are
completely mapped out – what he eats, when he
trains, when he sleeps, even the air he breathes.
There was never room in that vision for a girl,
especially in the lead–up to the Nationals. Yet
fate works in funny ways, and when Hendrix
literally bowls Emily over on a training run, he
just can’t get her out of his head. His life and
priorities take a turn as he falls for her.
But Emily has a deadly secret that she’s scared
to share even with Hendrix. As their bond grows
and Hendrix strays further from his father’s strict
regime, the tension builds to a heart–wrenching
climax.

ANDREW DADDO is a television presenter and
an accomplished author of 25 best–selling
books for all ages – picture books, chapter
books, short story collections, young adult
novels and adult non–fiction. He writes
each month for Australian Golf Digest and
contributes regularly to Essential Kids, Sydney
Morning Herald and various travel magazines.
Over the past ten years he has spoken to
literally hundreds of thousands of school
children around Australia about the importance
of literacy.

Praise for One Step:
‘A power read . . . true to life. Very insightful.
It needs to be out there.’ BRETT MURRAY, CEO,
MAKE BULLYING HISTORY FOUNDATION
‘As I read One Step, I kept wishing that Andrew
Daddo didn’t know all these secrets: they’re
mine, as well as Dylan’s. But I’m glad that at
last someone has told them. I winced, I cried
and I laughed at this unforgettable story.’
MARK MACLEOD, CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
CONSULTANT

One Step

Andrew Daddo
JULY 2016
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Young Adult

Inside the Tiger
Hayley Lawrence

Sales Points:
•

Inside the Tiger is inspired by the five years
the author spent writing to and visiting
a death row prisoner in Thailand. In 2016,
the manuscript won a Litlink Fellowship at
Varuna, The Writer’s Centre. In 2017, it was
shortlisted for Allen and Unwin’s Vogel Prize,
run in conjunction with The Australian.

•

Perfect for upper secondary readers who
enjoy intelligent romance and issues–based
coming–of–age novels.

•

A complex exploration of idealism, justice
and personal loss, with two very different
love stories at its heart.

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 352pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: United Kingdom

A powerful first novel dealing with life, loss and
the redemptive power of love.

It’s not because Bel’s mother was murdered.
It’s not because her father is a politician.
Bel writes to a Death Row prisoner as an easy
way out of an assignment.
But now he’s written back.
Drawn to Micah’s world inside a Thai prison, Bel
finds herself falling for the boy with ragged hair,
shackles and a terrible past. But is she setting
herself up for more loss? And will loving him
mean losing the people who mean the most to
her at home?
HAYLEY LAWRENCE worked as a lawyer in
a commercial firm in Sydney before trading
city life for the coast when she married a pilot.
Despite leaving legal work, Hayley could not
leave behind the stories of the people she’d
encountered. They are stories that provoke
questions about the nature of humanity, and
it’s these questions that haunt her novels.
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In–House Reaction:
‘Inside the Tiger is unputdownable. A smart,
commercial coming–of–age YA with two
compelling love stories at its heart. It does have
a serious side, though, exploring friendships and
family relationships under pressure, against the
backdrop of justice, revenge and ‘cause’ politics.
Hayley is one of the most exciting new voices in
Australian YA.’ MICHELLE MADDEN, EDITOR

Young Adult
PALACE OF
FIRES: BEAST
(BOOK 3)
COMING
OVER 12,500
SEPTEMBER
COPIES SOLD
2019!
IN THE SERIES
IN AUSTRALIA
AND
NEW ZEALAND

Palace of Fires: Unholy (Book 2)
Bill Bennett

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 416pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World

The second gripping novel in acclaimed
Australian filmmaker Bill Bennett’s compelling
series about modern–day witchcraft.

Lily heard a sound that sent her into a sudden
inexplicable panic.

BILL BENNETT began his career as a
journalist at the ABC – and later segued into
independent production as a writer/director,
making documentaries and feature films.
He’s won numerous awards both in Australia
and internationally, and his movies have been
invited to some of the world’s most prestigious
film festivals. He’s an adjunct professor of
creative industries at one of Australia’s leading
universities, and lives in Mudgee, central New
South Wales, with his wife, Jennifer. Palace of
Fires: Initiate is his first novel.

A sound so primitive, it chilled her to her bones.

Praise for Palace of Fires: Initiate

Try as she might, Lily could not control the fear
that surged through her.

‘Initiate is a fast–paced thriller and coming–
of–age narrative . . . Both mysterious and
thoroughly researched, this dangerous world of
modern white and black witchcraft will appeal
to fans of other magical fantasy such as the
Raven Cycle and Mortal Instruments series.’
BOOKS+PUBLISHING

The creature was an emissary of Satan.
As the celestial firestorm night of Unholy nears,
Lily finds herself caught deep within the shadow
world of black witchcraft – a world more evil than
she ever could have imagined.
In the race to save her mother’s soul, Lily will
need all of her strength and newfound powers to
battle the elite witches hell–bent on her capture.
A relentless page–turner, with plot twists that
will shock and disturb – Unholy unleashes the
darkness that seeks to destroy the world as we
know it.

Palace of Fires: Initiate
(Book 1)
JANUARY 2018
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Young Adult

Misrule

Jodi McAlister
Pub date: February 2019
Format: 384pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: ANZ+ Translation
Rights sold previous title:
Valentine: Czech Republic (Albatros Media)

The third thrilling book in Jodi McAlister’s page–
turning Valentine series.

Things that happen sometimes when your
boyfriend is a magical fairy prince: he gets
kidnapped by his older brother and whisked
away to fulfil his destiny in their magical fairy
kingdom.

Sales Points:
•

But Pearl Linford is not having that. It’s time for a
rescue mission. Pearl told Finn she was coming
to get him and she’s not going to let anyone in
her way.

An engaging, fast–paced, high–energy
YA for 14+ and a highly appealing, page–
turning read, following on from the thrilling
cliffhanger ending of Ironheart and the
engaging and exciting Valentine.

•

But will Finn want to be saved? And should she
have listened to all those people who told her he
wasn’t worth saving?

Wonderful pro–active strong female main
character, self–reliant and defiant of
stereotypes.

•

Great friendships and portrayal of a non–
nuclear family, plus a story that subverts the
usual tropes of romance and fairytales.

•

The author is an academic teaching writing
and literature for young people at Deakin
University in Melbourne, specialising in
popular culture and fiction alongside the
history of love, sex, women and girls.

JODI MCALISTER is an author and academic
from Kiama, a seaside holiday town on the
south coast of New South Wales. Her PhD
was awarded by Macquarie University in 2015,
and she is currently a lecturer in Writing and
Literature at Deakin University in Melbourne.

Ironheart

Valentine

JANUARY 2018

JANUARY 2017

Jodi McAlister
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Her academic work focuses on the history of
love, sex, women and girls, popular culture and
fiction. It means that reading romance novels
and watching The Bachelor is technically work
for her. You can find Jodi on Twitter at
@JodiMcA, where she tweets regularly about
her research, her writing, cool things she finds
interesting, her hero worship of Kate Bush, and
her slightly–too–intense passion for The Bold
and the Beautiful. She is the author of Valentine,
Ironheart and Misrule in the Valentine series.
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Jodi McAlister

Young Adult

Ash Arising

The Nature of Ash

Pub date: May 2018
Format: 272pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
Dear Vincent: Slovenian (Mis Zalozba)
Singing Home The Whale: Chinese Simplified (Zhejiang
Photographic Press), Slovenian (Mis Zalozba)

Pub date: June 2012, reissue March 2018
Format: 368pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World

Chilling and page–turning, this compelling
novel crackles with political intrigue, fast–paced
action and unexpected twists.

Ash McCarthy thinks he finally has it made,
revelling in the freedom of being a student.
But life is about to take a drastic turn when
two police officers knock on his door. Their
devastating news forces him to return home
and propels him into a shady world of political
intrigue, corruption, terrorism and lies . . . so
many lies.

Mandy Hager

The gripping sequel to the prize–winning, fast–
paced thriller, The Nature of Ash.
Ash McCarthy thought he had done enough by
broadcasting his story to the world, exposing
the corruption and lies of Prime Minister
Chandler and his cronies. With his small band
of friends and family on a remote campsite in
the backcountry, he awaits the international
community to answer his call for action. But the
public response is not what he had hoped for
and the fallout from his revelations will lead him
and his companions into even more danger.
Can Ash withstand the new challenges that
confront him? And what of Mikey – can he
survive in this increasingly merciless world?

Mandy Hager

A prize–winning, fast–paced thriller that
explores love and loss, assumptions and
prejudices, truth and fiction, and the many faces
of ‘family’.

As if this isn’t bad enough, the whole country is
imploding, as the world’s two greatest super–
powers start a fight that leaves New Zealand
‘piggy–in–the–middle’ of their deadly games.
While trying to protect his brother, Ash’s fight to
uncover the truth turns into a nightmare race to
save their lives.
Winner, 2013 LIANZA Young Adult Fiction
Award Shortlisted, 2013 NZ Post Children’s
Book Awards

Chilling and page–turning, this compelling
novel crackles with political intrigue, fast–paced
action, unexpected twists and lots of heart.
MANDY HAGER has been awarded the Katherine Mansfield Menton fellowship for 2014, and she was
the 2012 recipient of the New Zealand Society of Authors Beatson Fellowship. She won the Esther
Glen Award for Fiction for her YA novel Smashed and Best Young Adult Book in the NZ Post Book
Awards 2010 for The Crossing. The Nature of Ash won the LIANZA YA Fiction Award in 2013 and was
shortlisted for the 2013 NZ Post Children’s Book Awards. In 2015 her novel Singing Home the Whale
was awarded a Storylines Notable Book Award, was a finalist for the LIANZA YA Fiction award, it won
the YA category of the New Zealand Book Awards for Children and Young Adults and was named the
2015 Margaret Mahy Book of the Year.
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Middle Grade – Stand Alone
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Help Around the House
Morris Gleitzman

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 208pp – 198mm x 129mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
Felix series: North America (Macmillan, Henry Holt),
United Kingdom (Penguin, Puffin), Chinese Simplified
(Shanghai Zui Co.), Czech Republic (Argo spol.), France
(Éditions des Grandes Personnes), Germany (Carlsen
Verlag), Hungary (Cicero), Italy (Mondadori Editore),
Japan (Asunaro Shobo), Norway (Gyldendal Norsk
Forlag), Brazil (Paz e Terra), Slovenia (Mis Zalozba), Spain
(Editorial Kailas), UK Audio (BBC), ANZ Audio (Bolinda
Publishing)
Give Peas a Chance: United Kingdom (Penguin Random
House, Puffin), Audio (Bolinda)
Pizza Cake: Audio (Bolinda)

‘Morris Gletizman is one of Australia’s most
successful and loved children’s authors. He has
the ability to make children laugh which is such
a precious gift.’ PITTWARE LIFE, MANLY DAILY
‘Morris Gleitzman’s humour always appears to
erupt naturally. Never forced or gratuitous, it
serves to enrich and expand the world he creates
rather than distract us from it.’ THE AGE
‘Gleitzman is superb at creating strong, quietly
courageous protagonists who dare to attempt
to shape their own destiny against the odds.’
MAGPIES
‘Gleitzman’s humour is the hallmark of his work,
and what sets him apart from lesser comic
writers is that his jokes always serve a purpose.’
THE AGE
‘Great reading from a (deservedly) much–loved
author.” SUNDAY TASMANIAN

The funny and moving story of a boy and his
friends never losing heart in a sometimes
heartless world.

‘You always know what to expect from Gleitzman
– original, wacky stories that make you think.’
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

Ludo helps other people. It’s how he was
brought up.

‘Gleitzman does not resile from portraying
the Holocaust in all its savagery [and] yet,
Gleitzman never allows the candle of hope to be
extinguished. There are no weaknesses in this
brilliantly imagined and unforgettable story.’
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD

When Dad is elected to Federal Parliament,
Ludo grabs the chance to make Australia an
even better place.
But he soon discovers it’s not the homeless of
the national capital who most need his help –
it’s the rich and powerful.
MORRIS GLEITZMAN grew up in England
and came to Australia when he was sixteen.
After university he worked for ten years as
a screenwriter. Then he had a wonderful
experience. He wrote a novel for young people.
Now, after 39 books, he’s one of Australia’s
most popular children’s authors. Visit Morris
at his website: morrisgleitzman.com.
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‘Despite all the grinding misery and the
moments of sheer terror, Felix retains his
humanity, and a reader surely must walk with the
protagonists on their long and tortured journey.’
KIRKUS REVIEW
‘In essence, Gleitzman has expressed what we
already inherently understand; that in times of
despair, even if we don’t survive, sometimes our
stories do.’ THE AGE

Middle Grade – Stand Alone

I Am Sasha
Anita Selzer

Pub date: April 2018
Format: 336pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World

One boy’s extraordinary experience of wartime
survival. One mother’s incredible courage.
Based on an astounding true story.

It is German–occupied Poland in 1942 and
Jewish lives are at risk. Nazi soldiers order young
boys to pull down their trousers to see if they are
circumcised. Many are summarily shot or sent to
the camps.
A remarkable mother takes an ingenious step.
To avoid suspicion, she trains her teenage son
to be a girl: his clothing, voice, hair, manners and
more. Together, mother and son face incredible
odds as their story sweeps backwards and
forwards across occupied Europe.
ANITA SELZER writes non–fiction for children
and adults. Her interest is in women and
history. She has written about Australian
sportswomen who achieved at high levels
including the Olympics: athletes, basketballers,
golfers, hockey players, netballers and
swimmers; girls’ education in Australia;
governors’ wives in Australia; and the pastoral
pioneers of Como House. Before becoming
a writer, Anita was a teacher of English and
Politics and completed Masters and Doctorate
degrees in Education, focusing on gender and
history. Anita is married with three children and
lives in Melbourne.
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Praise for I Am Sasha:
‘A remarkable act of love by writing.’ MORRIS
GLEITZMAN, 2018 – 2019 AUSTRALIAN
CHILDREN’S LAUREATE
‘In the Poland of World War Two, where a Jewish
boy’s true identity could also mean a death
sentence, it is a mother’s love and ingenuity
that saves her son’s life. This story, a true
account, brings not only to vivid life the fears
and uncertainties of war time, but also a boy’s
experience of having to live, day–to–day, as a girl
in order to survive. Sasha’s story is a compelling
reminder of the cruelty of discrimination.
it is equally a testament to a boy’s bravery,
sublimating his true identity in the face of ever–
present danger.’ SIMON FRENCH
‘An astonishing story of survival set against the
backdrop of the Holocaust about an adolescent
Jewish boy who spends the war years as a
girl.’ MARK BAKER, DIRECTOR, AUSTRALIAN
CENTRE FOR JEWISH CIVILISATION,
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, MONASH
UNIVERSITY

Middle Grade – Stand Alone

The Dog with Seven Names
Dianne Wolfer

Pub date: July 2018
Format: 240pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Chinese Simplified (UTOP)
Rights sold previous titles:
The Shark Caller: Film (Brown Sugar Apple Grunt
Productions)

The heart–warming story of a golden–eyed dog
in a time of war.

A tiny dog, the runt of the litter, is born on
a remote cattle station. She shouldn’t have
survived, but when Elsie finds, names and loves
her, the pup becomes a cherished companion.
Life is perfect . . . until War arrives.
With Japanese air raids moving closer, Elsie’s
family leaves the Pilbara for the south and
safety. But the small dog has to stay behind.
After travelling far from home with drovers and
a flying doctor, she becomes a hospital dog and
experiences the impact of war on north–western
Australia. She witnesses wonderful and terrible
things and gives courage to many different
humans.
But through all her adventures and many
names, the little dog remembers Elsie, who girl
who loved her best of all. Will she ever find her
again?
DIANNE WOLFER is the author of more than
15 books for teenagers and young readers.
Light Horse Boy was a Children’s Book Council
of Australia Honour Book and won the 2014
Western Australian Premier’s Book Award for
Children’s Books. Granny Grommet and Me,
inspired by surfing grandmas, was also on the
CBCA shortlist. Lighthouse Girl, winner of a
West Australian Young Readers’ Book Award,
explores the story of Fay Howe, the Albany
lighthouse keeper’s daughter who signalled to
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soldiers in 1914. It inspired the hugely popular
Royal de Luxe performance of The Giants at
Perth Festival (2015). The Shark Caller is a CBCA
Notable Book and is shortlisted for the WAYBRA
children’s choice awards.

Praise for The Shark Caller:
‘The Shark Caller breaks new ground in junior
YA fiction. Dianne Wolfer blends a mystical
tale about legends and traditions in Papua
New Guinea with issues such as saving a coral
reef . . . The underwater scenes are a highlight
of the novel, with myriad nudibranchs, pygmy
seahorses, anglerfish and cuttlefish showcasing
the abundant sea–life. These scenes also reveal
the effects of chemical runoff from logging,
which contaminate the water and destroy the
coral. These issues of conservation and identity,
as told from Izzy’s dual–cultural perspective,
with a scattering of creole Tok Pisin words, will
intrigue readers.’ BOOKSELLER+PUBLISHER
‘This marvellous book has opened my eyes to
a completely new culture and spirituality. The
writing is evocative and transformative – for the
duration I was in the Islander culture . . . For Izzy,
her return to New Ireland truly is ‘coming home’
and as the full implications of being a twin in
the shark calling tradition unravel Izzy is pulled
into the mysterious world of her ancestors. The
results are courageous and frightening, inspiring
and full of despair and utterly mesmerising.
This is a powerful book both in its own narrative
right but also a hugely beneficial adjunct to
curriculum studies of our near neighbours and
creating a greater cultural understanding.’
LOSANGZOPA.WORDPRESS.COM

The Shark Caller
Dianne Wolfer
AUGUST 2016

Middle Grade – Stand Alone

Fearless Frederic
Felice Arena

Pub date: April 2018
Format: 176pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
Andy Roid series: Brazil (Fundamento – 6 titles), Film (SLR
Productions – 10 titles)
Specky Magee series: Audio (Bolinda Publishing)

A story of friendship and heart–racing
adventure – a perfect follow up to the acclaimed
The Boy and the Spy.

When the river rises and the city of Paris begins
to disappear under water, Frederic decides to
help those who can’t help themselves. But as
his heroic acts escalate, so does the danger.
Frederic will have to battle an escaped zoo
animal and fight off pickpockets and looters but,
as the waters subside, can he find justice for his
father and find out what courage really means?

Praise for The Boy and the Spy:
‘It’s sure to be a hit amongst those who love
edge of the seat drama and junior heroes . . . ’
MAGPIES MAGAZINE
‘A thrilling Second World War adventure set in
Sicily, where his mother grew up, this latest book
heralds a new writing path for Felice.’ FRASER
COAST CHRONICLE
‘It’s a rollicking read, with a great setting and
action aplenty. The tension is maintained
throughout and the ending is very satisfying.
In a departure from his previous series, Specky
Magee, Sporty Kids and Andy Roid, Felice Arena
has moved into a very different world – I’d call
it accessible history for kids told via a fabulous
tale. There are some great touches with the dual
English and Italian chapter headings as a well
as a smattering of Italian words and phrases
– always well explained in context throughout
the book. The Sicilian setting is beautifully
described and adds to the atmosphere. Highly
recommended.’ CHILDREN’S BOOK DAILY

FELICE ARENA is one of Australia’s best–loved
children’s writers. He is the author and creator
of many popular and award–winning children’s
books for all ages, including the acclaimed
historical adventure The Boy and the Spy,
the bestselling Specky Magee books and the
popular Andy Roid and Sporty Kids series.

The Boy and The Spy
Felice Arena
APRIL 2017
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Middle Grade – Stand Alone

Natural Born Loser
Oliver Phommavanh

Pub date: August 2018
Format: 208pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
Con–nerd: Korea (Danielstone Publishing)

Praise for Super Con–nerd:
‘This book is highly entertaining, and offers
a great insight into what it may feel like for
children who are in their first year of secondary
school and attempting to adjust to the many
challenges they are often faced with.’ THE GOOD
BOOKS BLOG

From the best–selling author of Thai–riffic! and
Con–nerd comes this completely inside out,
crazy tale of a very reluctant hero who might
just find out he’s a natural born loser – ahem –
leader.

I’m Raymond, and my school is a joke. It’s full of
bullies and troublemakers.
My solution? Be a nobody and fade into the
background.
But our new principal has blown my cover
because he’s chosen me as a prefect!
It was looking pretty bad, until I made a crazy
promise to get new air con for the classrooms.
Now I’m REALLY in trouble!
OLIVER PHOMMAVANH is a young Thai–
Australian writer for children. He has featured
on panels at the Sydney Writers’ Festival
among many other appearances at festivals
and writing events as well as in blogs. He has
worked as a primary school teacher and now
spends his time writing and sharing his writing
passion with kids and engaging them with
humour. He’s also a stand–up comedian and
has appeared on national TV and radio as well
as a number of well–known comedy venues
such as the Comedy Store in Sydney. His first
book, Thai–riffic!, was published to critical
acclaim, followed by Con–nerd, Punchlines,
Thai–no–mite, Ethan in the Stuff Happens
series in 2015, The Other Christy and, most
recently, Super Con–nerd.
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Con–nerd

Oliver Phommavanh

JUNE 2011

Super Con–nerd
Oliver Phommavanh

JUNE 2017

Middle Grade – Stand Alone

Japarrika

Tiwi College Alalinguwi Jarrakarlinga,
Shelley Ware and David Lawrence
Pub date: September 2018
Format: 96pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World

A powerful story about finding the courage to
believe in yourself, written by senior students of
Tiwi College in collaboration with David Lawrence
and Shelley Ware.
Penguin Random House will donate all profits from
the sale of this book to Tiwi College.

Kay–Bell loves to play footy. All she wants to
do on the field is make her family and the Tiwi
people proud. But when Aunty B gets in the
way of her dream of kicking goals for the Tiwi
Warriors, Kay–Bell must enlist the help of her
friends and brother on a wild journey . . .
Will she survive the water buffaloes, dugongs,
crocodiles and stormy weather to make it to the
big game?

TIWI COLLEGE ALALINGUWI JARRAKARLINGA
is located on Melville Island, which is part of
a group of islands called Tiwi Islands, 70 km
north of Darwin in the Northern Territory. Each
year several girls from the senior classes are
chosen to participate in the Create Initiative
with the Indigenous Literacy Foundation and an
Australian publisher where they write, illustrate
and publish a book in week.
SHELLEY WARE is a proud Yankunytjatjara and
Wirangu woman from Adelaide, South Australia,
who currently lives in Melbourne and well known
as part of the ground breaking NITV football
program Marngrook and The Point. For the past
decade or so, Shelley has worked in the media
as a radio and television presenter on both
local and national AFL football news shows.
She has become one of the most respected and
recognised female presenters of AFL football
in the country. Shelley also works part–time as
a teacher at Kew Primary School in Melbourne
where she coordinates a Literacy Intervention
program.
DAVID LAWRENCE is a comedy writer/performer
who accidentally became a children’s author
in 2008. He has written for numerous TV
shows including Hamish & Andy, Comedy Inc.,
and Talkin’ About Your Generation, and is cast
member of the ABC3 children’s sketch comedy
show, You’re Skitting Me. His books, Anna
Flowers and the three part Fox Swift series,
have sporting themes and use humour to tackle
issues such as bullying and racism in schools.
David still hopes to play AFL football and win a
Brownlow Medal . . . but at age 51, it’s going to be
tough.
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Middle Grade – Stand Alone

Funny Stories: And Other Funny
Stories

Sales Points:
•

THREE SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS
IN ONE BUMPER VOLUME: Give Peas a
Chance, Pizza Cake and Snot Chocolate
collections plus a BONUS NEW STORY from
a favourite Australian Author. Great value!

•

Morris Gleitzman is one of the most popular
children’s authors in Australia and has been
appointed Australian Children’s Laureate for
2018–19, involving many activities around the
country, attracting ongoing media attention.

•

Sales of Morris Gleitzman titles are
consistenly high. His hugely popular Boy
Overboard has sold in excess of 257,000
copies since its publication and Toad Rage
has sold more than 122,400 copies. His three
short story collections have sold more than
85,000 copies combined.

•

Morris’s books are consistently chosen in
the children’s choice awards, and there is a
huge supply of fans awaiting his novels as
they are published.

Morris Gleitzman

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 560pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
Felix series: North America (Macmillan, Henry Holt),
United Kingdom (Penguin, Puffin), Chinese Simplified
(Shanghai Zui Co.), Czech Republic (Argo spol.), France
(Éditions des Grandes Personnes), Germany (Carlsen
Verlag), Hungary (Cicero), Italy (Mondadori Editore),
Japan (Asunaro Shobo), Norway (Gyldendal Norsk
Forlag), Brazil (Paz e Terra), Slovenia (Mis Zalozba), Spain
(Editorial Kailas), UK Audio (BBC), ANZ Audio (Bolinda
Publishing)
Give Peas a Chance: United Kingdom (Penguin Random
House, Puffin), Audio (Bolinda)

A bumper book of funny stories from a favourite
Australian author – THREE BOOKS IN ONE plus a
BONUS new story!

Swap a bomb for three ice–creams on a train,
bounce on a vampire’s bed, eat a pizza that
makes you fearless, read the secret diary of a
dog, unleash the awesome power of chips, save
ten lives with a paper clip, surprise your mum
with a chainsaw, use a demolition ball to defeat a
bully, live in a house that gets wiped clean more
often than a bottom . . . and lots more!
MORRIS GLEITZMAN grew up in England
and came to Australia when he was sixteen.
After university he worked for ten years as
a screenwriter. Then he had a wonderful
experience. He wrote a novel for young people.
Now, after 40 books, he’s one of Australia’s
most popular authors. He was appointed the
Australian Children’s Laureate for 2018–2019.
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Non Fiction

Limelight

Sales Points:

Solli Raphael

•

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 128pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: North America (Andrews McMeel)

The book will include 30 original poems
and five intro chapters from Solli about his
experiences and writing/performing tips.

•

Solli is an in–demand performer and public
speaker who’s part of the TEDx Sydney
2018 conference and has appeared on The
Project, Have You Been Paying Attention?,
ABCme TV – Behind the News and at the
Adelaide Fringe Festival & Supermassive
Music Festival.

•

The video of Solli performing his poem
‘Australian Air’ at the Australian Poetry Slam
has gone viral on The Guardian Australia’s
Facebook page and twitter thread, with
over 3.5 million views, 44.4k likes and 53.3k
shares, including shares by celebs like
Russell Crowe.

•

Solli’s Australian Poetry Slam win was
covered by news outlets – The Guardian,
The Times of London, Channel 9, ABC, SBS,
Herald Sun and local news.

•

Educational customers will be keen for this
book, and poetry is currently popular in the
commercial market due to use in curriculum
ares and through workshops and literary
festival events. For example poets such as
Rupi Kur, Omar Musa, Cleo Wade and Luka
Lesson and festival and school session
staples.

•

Worldwide there has been a rise in teen–led
projects recently, engaging with their peers
and campaigning for change.

Age is no barrier to creating poetry that inspires
social change and positive action. Thirteen–
year–old award–winning slam poet Solli Raphael
is taking on the world . . . one word at a time.
The future needs you and me
to create equality
across all levels
of humanity
~ Solli
Limelight is a unique collection of slam poetry
paired with inspirational writing techniques.
With over 30 original poems in different forms,
the book features the viral video sensation
‘Australian Air’, which has been viewed 3.5 million
times via Facebook.
Solli’s work tackles current social concerns for
his generation, such as sustainability and social
equality, all the while amplifying his uplifting
message of hope.
The book includes several introductory chapters
looking at traditional poetry forms and slam
poetry, as well as tips on developing writing
ideas and performing. Filled with his own
experiences of creating poetry and speaking
in public, such as Solli’s top 10 ways to manage
writer’s block, this book engages kids on their
level and encourages them to speak up for a
better future of their own.
As a voice of his generation, and at a time
when youth movements worldwide hold much
importance, this extraordinary book showcases
creativity and the power of social consciousness.
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Non Fiction

OVER 31,000
COPIES SOLD IN
AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND

The Amazingly Disorganised
Help Dictionary
Georgia Productions

Pub date: November 2018
Format: 176pp – 209mm x 146mm, full colour
Rights held: World

Do you ever feel like your head’s the most random
place, like you’ll be listening in class and then
whoosh! suddenly you’re thinking about dogs, or
monobrows or that time you tried to catch a fish
with your bare hands?
Okay that could just be my head! But maybe it’s
yours too . . .

The Amazingly Disorganised Help Dictionary is
a scrapbook of my brain; how I use my lack of
concentration and hyperactivity to be creative,
to come up with ideas and to NEVER GIVE UP.
It contains random and relatable lists, hot tips,
advice, activities, stories from my past, info
about how I got started on YouTube, lots of LOLs
and so much more!
Hopefully this book will make you laugh, but
also help you to see that everyone’s brain works
differently and that your so–called weaknesses
can really be gifts.
See ya later, potata!
DISCLAIMER: This book is NOT actually a
dictionary but it’s most definitely amazingly
disorganised.
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GEORGIA PRODUCTIONS is an 18–year–old
Australian YouTuber who finds comedy in
everyday life. With an audience of over 700,000
fans her videos have had 30 million views – and
counting!
Tune into her channel and you might find
Georgia doing gymnastics with Grandma, trying
on her mum’s clothes, giving an all–too–real
take on first world problems and even poking fun
at YouTube itself.
As someone with ADHD, Georgia is focused on
channelling what some may see as negatives
into positives, and using her amazing ability to
be distracted (and do impressions) to make her
viewers – and readers – smile.

Sales Points:
•

Georgia’s combined social media following
is over 700,000

•

Her audience is hugely engaged with her
YouTube videos garnering over 32 million
views

•

Wreck This Journal style in format, this book
is equal parts hilarious and helpful

•

The book taps into mental health and
anxiety issues which are hot topics for teens

Non–Fiction

BASED ON
THE POPULAR
PODCAST!

KYLA SLAVEN is the producer of the kids ethics
podcast Short & Curly. Kyla has been making
radio and podcasts for a long time – working
in community radio, as a reporter at Triple J
and heading up the then–new current affairs
show, Hack. She also worked on the philosophy
podcast (for grown ups) The Philosopher’s
Zone, where a chance encounter with a bunch
of school kids gave her the idea for Short &
Curly. Kyla loves that her job combines the
serious with the silly, and the smart with the
fun.

The Short & Curly Guide to Life
Short & Curly

Pub date: October 2018
Format: 192pp – 198mm x 270mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Spain (Editorial Paneta Mexicana), Korea
(Darium Publishing)

Praise for The Short & Curly podcast:

Dive into the mind–bending world of ethics with
the Short & Curly team and their Brains Trust of
researchers. Based on the hit ABC podcast!

‘I really like Short & Curly [podcast] because it
encourages discussion, treats serious issues
lightly enough for kids to not be turned off, and
is breezily entertaining.’ – ZOOGLOBBLE.COM

What makes something good or bad? Why are
things the way they are? How come it’s so hard
to work out the right thing to do? The Short &
Curly Guide to Life is an imaginative look at
some of life’s biggest and trickiest questions.
Figuring out what’s right is way more fun than
you think!

‘I totally recommend this podcast. I listen to it
with my 8–year–old boy/girl twins and it has
generated such interesting discussions. It
poses ethical questions and discusses it in a
way kids can totally understand. My kids always
have things to say when we pause the podcast
to discuss what we’ve heard.’ – PODBAY.FM

You’ll find yourself wondering if it’s okay to
break a promise – even if it’s in a video game!
Questioning whether you would want to spend
the rest of your life in an amazing virtual reality.
Umming and ahhing over whether there’s
anything wrong with keeping an adorable
baby fox as a pet. Putting ideas like fairness,
what’s normal and what’s brave under the
microscope . . .and so much more!
Covering topics such as fairness, bullying,
bravery, friendship and choice, The Short & Curly
Guide to Life is a must–read for every child,
parent and teacher.
DR MATT BEARD is a husband, dad, pop culture
nerd, moral philosopher and ethicist. Matt is
a Fellow at the Ethics Centre and the resident
philosopher for the kids ethics podcast Short &
Curly. He appears regularly in print, radio and
TV discussing ethical issues from vampires
to anti–vaccination. Matt believes everyone
is already a philosopher who, given the right
circumstances and skills, can live a wise,
enriched and ethical life.
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SIMON GREINER is an illustrator who lives in
Sydney, Australia, with his beautiful wife and
two boys. His work has appeared all over the
place, including the front cover of the New
Yorker magazine, as well as the kids’ book Regal
Beagle.
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Non–Fiction
OVER 10,000
COPIES SOLD IN
AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND

The Upside–Down History of
Down Under

Alison Lloyd and Terry Denton (illus.)
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 224pp – 129mm x 198mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
Year of the Tiger: France (Flammiron), North America
(Holiday House Inc)
Wicked Warriors & Evil Emperors: Korea (OZ Books)

Read the un–put–down–able history of Down
Under – upside–down and unexpected, heroic
and sometimes tragic. But never ever boring.

The true story of Australia starts with a piece of
land that went for a swim. Millions of years ago it
floated away from Africa. Very very slowly. It was
home to dinosaurs and giant animals, until the
first Australians showed up and got comfortable.
This wild and wonderful land was a mystery to
the rest of the world. Then the English decided
to make it the biggest jail ever . . .
The story of Australia from pre–history to
federation in 1901.
ALISON LLOYD’s old enough to have written
10 books, including Do You Dare: Bushranger’s
Boys, Our Australian Girl: The Letty Stories,
Year of the Tiger and its sequel Battle of the
Jade Horse. TERRY DENTON has written or
illustrated a vast number of amazing books,
including the world–famous Treehouse series
(with Andy Griffiths) and the picture books
Jandamarra and Boomerang and Bat (with
Mark Greenwood). Neither of them are nearly
old enough to have lived through any of the
events in this book, but they both did a LOT
of research. They have worked together on
two books about China’s history: the CBCA–
shortlisted Wicked Warriors and Evil Emperors
and Dragons, Devils and Rebels. They both live
in Melbourne –the right way up at least some of
the time.
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Dragons Devils and
Rebels
Alison Lloyd and Terry Denton
(illus.)
APRIL 2017

Wicked Warriors and
Evil Emperors
Alison Lloyd and Terry Denton
(illus.)
AUGUST 2010

Non–Fiction
OVER 13,000
COPIES SOLD IN
AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND

OVER 32,000
COPIES SOLD IN
AUSTRALIA AND
NEW ZEALAND

Shout Out to the Girls: A
Celebration of Awesome
Australian Women

Stand Up for the Future: A
Celebration of Inspirational
Young Australians

Pub date: February 2018
Format: 224pp – 241mm x 176mm
Rights held: World

Pub date: April 2019
Format: 208pp
Rights held: World

Let’s hear it for the Australian women who
have shaped our history and are expanding our
future!

Let’s stand up and acknowledge the young
Aussies who are using their actions and
voices to change our world for the better.

Shout–outs to 50 awesome Australian women
with easy–to–read biographies of their incredible
achievements. From Cathy Freeman to Turia
Pitt, Edith Cowan to Julia Gillard, Mum Shirl
to Vali Myers, plus rally car drivers, molecular
biologists and more, this book is a celebration
of women in all fields, from all walks of life, and
from Australia’s past and present.

From slam poet Solli Raphael to gender equality
advocate Caitlin Figueiredo, soccer star Sam
Kerr and youth worker Zack Bryers, this is a book
about young people, for everyone. Through
activism, innovation, giving back and leading by
example, these game changers are building a
brighter tomorrow.

Brought to life by colourful illustrations from
female artists, Shout Out to the Girls is the
ultimate inspirational read for young and old.
All royalties from sales of this book go to The
Smith Family.

High Five to the Boys: A
Celebration of Ace Australian
Men
Pub date: July 2018
Format: 224pp – 184mm x 248mm
Rights held: World

Let’s cheer for the men who have done
amazing things in Australia’s history and for
its future!
Australia has some seriously ace men who
have broken new ground, stood up for what
they believed in, achieved incredible things
and defied stereotypes. You’ll find some of
those men inside the pages of this book – from
astronaut Andy Thomas to YouTube maths
teacher Eddie Woo, sportsman Johnathan
Thurston and dancer David McAllister. Whether
they end up being role models for girls or boys, it
doesn’t matter, because they’re ace regardless!
Brought to life by colourful illustrations from
Australian male artists, High Five to the Boys is
an uplifting and illuminating read for all ages.
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Brought to life by colourful illustrations from
local artists, Stand Up for the Future showcases
emerging Aussie talent and encourages readers
to create positive social change.
All royalties from sales of this book go to The
Smith Family.

Non–Fiction

OVER
13,00
COPI
ES SO 0
LD IN
AUST
RALI
A AN
NEW
D
ZE AL
AND

Go Girl: A Storybook of Epic NZ
Women
Barbara Else

Pub date: April 2018
Format: 208pp – 250mm x 190mm
Rights held: World

A stunning illustrated storybook for the girls of
New Zealand with a powerful can–do message!

Go Girl is a collection of true stories about New
Zealand women who have done extraordinary
things. They strove for their goals.They weren’t
afraid to step up or speak out. They blazed a
trail for others to follow. This book was written to
show that YOU can join them!
Just some of the amazing women whose stories
you will find in this book are Dame Whina
Cooper, Janet Frame, Farah Palmer, Lucy
Lawless, Kate Sheppard, Nancy Wake, Sophie
Pascoe, Margaret Mahy, Lydia Ko, Merata Mita,
Lorde, Rita Angus, Te Puea Herangi – and many
more. This is a book that should be on the beside
table of every Kiwi girl, from age seven to one
hundred and seven.
BARBARA ELSE is a writer and editor, born
in Invercargill. She has lived in Wellington,
Auckland, Oamaru, Christchurch, Dunedin
and San Diego. At school she became a
bookworm, head always in a novel, a Superman
comic or an encyclopaedia. She was very shy
except when she wrote plays for her class to
perform. Barbara wanted to be an actor or
perhaps a radio journalist. At university she
studied English Literature and History. She
was surprised to begin writing her own stories
but what fun it was! She’s published many
novels for adults and children, and has edited
several story collections for children. She has
won Fellowships and prizes and is a Member
of the New Zealand Order of Merit for services
to literature. She also has the Margaret Mahy
Medal for children’s literature. She can still be
shy but gets a kick from a bit of stage fright.
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Oh Boy

Stuart Lipshaw
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 208pp – 250mm x 290mm
Rights held: World

Oh Boy is a collection of true stories about
amazing New Zealand men – heroes from all
walks of life.

Heroes can wear football boots or dancing
shoes.
They can make you laugh or make you cry.
They can pick up a shovel, a pen, a guitar or a
paintbrush.
This book was written to show that YOU can join
them!
Just some of the extraordinary men whose
stories you will find in this book are Sir Edmund
Hillary, Billy T James, Bret McKenzie, Bruce
McLaren, Ernest Rutherford, Fred Hollows,
Jemaine Clement, Jonah Lomu, Kelly Tarlton,
Liam Malone, Neil Finn, Peter Jackson, Richie
McCaw, Steven Adams, Taika Waititi, Willie
Apiata and Witi Ihimaera.
This is a book to inspire and encourage boys
from ages seven to one hundred and seven.
STUART LIPSHAW is managing editor at New
Zealand’s biggest publishing house, Penguin
Random House NZ, and works with some of
New Zealand’s finest writers to make incredible
books. Writing a book of his own has been
a lifetime dream come true – and he stayed
up late at night writing for months to make
it happen. He lives in Auckland with his wife
Bridget and their two energetic boys, Marcus
and Eddie.

Picture Book

Charlie

Ronojoy Ghosh
Pub date: July 2018
Format: 32pp – 240mm x 260mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous titles:
No Place Like Home: North America (Eerdmans), Korea
(Conko), Germany (Helmut Lingen Verlag), Chinese
Simplified (Publishing House of Electronics Industry),
Taiwan (Taiwan Mac Educational Co), Spain (Terapias
Verdes)
Ollie and the Wind: Korea (Kidary Publishing), Chinese
Simplified (Publishing House of Electronics Industry),
Taiwan (Taiwan Mac Educational Co)

A gorgeous new picture book about fitting in and
standing out

Charlie’s a very clever lion. He loves art, fancy
restaurants and travelling. Or at least, he thinks
he would. It’s hard to tell, since he’s stuck in a
zoo.
If Charlie is ever going to explore the world, he’ll
need a cunning disguise.
RONOJOY GHOSH has lived in India, Indonesia,
Singapore and New Zealand, and currently lives
in Sydney with his wife and young son. He wrote
his first book, Ollie and the Wind, for his son,
who refused to sleep until he heard a story every
night. Ollie and the Wind was shortlisted for the
2016 Children’s Book Council of Australia Book
of the Year Award for Early Childhood. Ronojoy
recently illustrated Mem Fox’s I’m Australian Too.
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Praise for Ollie and the Wind and No
Place Like Home:
‘[Ollie and the Wind] is a book where the
illustrations take centre stage and the simple
yet rich text illuminates the pictures. A highly
original book to promote discussion around
environmental and friendship themes.’ –
READING TIME
‘Minimal yet impactful, Ghosh’s words and
pictures are equally full of depth and meaning,
uniqueness and charisma. Ollie and the Wind is a
playful exploration of friendship.’ – JUSTKIDSLIT.
COM
‘No Place Like Home is a beautiful way to
introduce identity, diversity and mood.’ –
CREATIVEKIDSTALES.COM.AU

Awards and Nominations for Ollie and
the Wind:
•

Shortlisted, 2016 CBCA Book of the Year
Awards

•

Shortlisted, 2016 Speech Pathology Australia
Book of the Year Awards

Picture Book

The All New Must Have Orange
430

Sales Points:
•

Introducing Mike Speechley, an exciting
new talent in children’s picture books with a
pertinent book for our times.

Pub date: June 2018
Format: 32pp – 290 x 230mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Turkey (Bilgi Yayinevi)

•

A visually exciting and thought–provoking
book about our desire for the next must–
have thing, with a hopeful message that
ultimately encourages kids to use their
imaginations in more simple, connected,
fulfilling and fun ways.

•

Accessible introduction to our buying habits
and the problems of plastic and other waste
in contemporary society.

Michael Speechley

Harvey owned a heap of stuff, but could always
use more. The ORANGE 430 was the latest and the
greatest. Harvey wasn’t sure what it did, but he had
to have it!

A cheeky picture book for anyone who’s bought a
thingy or whatsit . . . and doesn’t quite know why.
In his debut picture book, Michael Speechley
explores our obsession with stuff in a fun and
edifying way.
MICHAEL SPEECHLY is a high school art and
design teacher from WA. He’s keen to explore
themes of consumerism and the environment
in his stories in a funny and accessible way. The
All New Must Have Orange 430 is his first picture
book.
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Picture Book

Collecting Sunshine

Rachel Flynn, illustrated by Tamsin Ainslie
Pub date: September 2018
Format: 32pp – 240mm x 275mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Turkey (Sincap)
Rights sold previous titles:
Sacked: Spain (Ediciones SM), The Netherlands (Facet
International), Korea (Book N Bean Publishing), France
(Pocket Jeunesse), Audio (Bolinda)
The Third Prince: France (Rageot Editeur), Audio (Bolinda)

A beautiful, well–observed picture book that
captures perfectly the joy of a walk collecting
treasures with a small person.

Mabel and Robert love to collect things on their
walks – leaves and stones and seeds and berries.
But when they are caught in the rain and can’t
take their collection home they have an even
better idea.
‘I’m collecting sunshine,’ says Mabel.
‘I’m collecting wet grass on my shoes,’ says
Robert.
A perfect picture book for preschoolers – an
age where any group of small objects becomes
a ‘collection’, imagination is at the heart of
every activity and a walk down the street is an
adventure.
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RACHEL FLYNN is well known for her hugely
successful I Hate Fridays series including I Hate
Fridays, It’s Not Fair, Worried Sick, I Can’t Wait
and Messing Around. Some of these books have
been shortlisted for several awards chosen
by children themselves. Sacked (illustrated
by Craig Smith) and Whisper Wild, Freedom
Child (illustrated by Anna Pignataro) were both
published in 2000. The Goat, the Duck and
the Bale of Hay (illustrated by Tom Jellett) was
published in 2004.
TAMSIN AINSLIE has illustrated children’s
books, book covers, stationery, greeting cards,
children’s games and toys. She has worked on
over 45 books for publishers including Walker,
Allen & Unwin, ABC Books, HarperCollins, Little
Hare Books and Scholastic. She is also a fine
artist and ceramicist. Her most recent book is
The Sisters Saint Claire, written by Carlie Gibson.

Picture Book

OVER
12,00
COPI
ES SO 0
LD IN
AUST
RALI
A AN
NEW
D
ZE AL
AND

Praise for I Just Couldn’t Wait To Meet
You:

It’s Not Scribble to Me

Kate Ritchie, illustrated by Jedda Robaard
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 32pp – 240mm x 240 mm
Rights held: World

A cheeky and hilarious story about a little bear
who’s bursting with creativity.

Bear has too many wonderful, wild and beautiful
ideas for mere paper to contain. Soon her house
is awash with colourful drawings and Bear must
tell her parents, ‘It’s not scribble to me!’ This is
a cheeky, funny and warm story that all families
will relate to.
KATE RITCHIE is a much–loved actor, presenter
and author. Millions of people grew up watching
Kate in the hit TV series Home and Away. She
has continued to act in Australian film and
television, for which she has received numerous
nominations and awards, including two Gold
Logies. Kate has taken on the challenge of live
radio and currently co–hosts Kate, Tim & Marty,
the hugely popular Nova national drive radio
show. Kate’s first book, I Just Couldn’t Wait to
Meet You, was inspired by her joy and excitement
at anticipating the arrival of her daughter.
JEDDA ROBAARD lives in Victoria with her family
and a small menagerie of pets. She trained as
a graphic designer, the manual cut and paste
way, and ran children’s art and craft workshops
for many years. She now creates page–turning,
whimsical and imaginative illustrations and
stories for children. Her books have been
published around the world in many languages,
including English, French, Dutch, Greek, Italian,
Korean and Chinese.
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‘I Just Couldn’t Wait to Meet You is a moving
expression of the joys and hopes that surround
pregnancy and the newborn. It is suitable for all
those impatiently awaiting the arrival of a baby,
including parents, siblings or extended family.’ –
READINGTIME.COM.AU
‘This warm–hearted picture book from former
Home and Away actor Kate Ritchie captures
the anticipation of pregnancy and all the fun
of preparing for the new baby. With a text that
speaks directly to the child, the book starts with
the mother dreaming of her baby, wondering
whether it will be a boy or girl. What follows takes
the reader through the milestones of becoming
a parent. The illustrations add domestic details,
depicting the family’s many preparations for the
new arrival.’ – BOOKS+PUBLISHING

OVER
20,000
COPIES SOLD
IN AUSTRALIA
AND NEW
ZEALAND

APRIL 2016

Picture Book

Girl on Wire

Lucy Estela, illustrated by Elise Hurst
Pub date: July 2018
Format: 32pp – 285 x 235mm
Rights held: World

A poignantly beautiful story from the CBCA
Shortlisted author of Suri’s Wall, Lucy Estela,
and Prime Minister’s Literary Award shortlisted
illustrator of Adelaide’s Secret World, Elise Hurst.

Girl on Wire is a simple yet brilliantly uplifting
allegory of a young girl struggling to build her
self–esteem and overcome the anxiety that
many children feel as they grow – she walks
the tightrope, afraid she will fall, but with the
support of those she loves, her toes grip the wire
and she walks forward, on her own, with a new
confidence.
LUCY ESTELA’s love of writing became apparent
as early as age seven when she began writing
and illustrating a multitude of storybooks and
newspaper columns that were printed up at
home and forced upon her family. Since then
she has taken a fascinating path towards
publishing her first book. Lucy was introduced
to the world of computer games and has
pursued a successful career in London and
now in Australia as a developer of websites and
games for the kids and youth entertainment
market including such brands as Disney,
Warner Bros Pictures, Chorion and Xbox. Suri’s
Wall, illustrated by the talented Matt Ottley,
was shortlisted for a CBCA award. Lucy lives in
Sydney with her husband and three children.
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ELISE HURST is an illustrator, author and fine
artist. She has illustrated over 50 books and is
known worldwide for her surreal vintage images
in paintings, cards and her own books. Her most
recent picture book Adelaide’s Secret World
was shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s Literary
Awards in 2016. She lives in Melbourne with her
husband, Peter, and their twin boys.

Praise for Suri’s Wall:
‘Estela’s text is captivating and vivid, the perfect
anchor to Matt Ottley’s breathtaking watercolour
illustrations . . . Suri’s Wall is a poignant story
of reslience, compassion, hope and triumph.’ –
BOOKS+PUBLISHING

Picture Book

A Monster in My House

The Umbilical Brothers, illustrated by
Johan Potma
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 32pp – 315mm x 223mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Germany (Tulipan), Russia (Enas–Kinga),
Romania (Carusel)

A charming, funny picture book from
internationally acclaimed comedy duo The
Umbilical Brothers.

There’s a Monster in my Bedroom.
Keep very, very still.
Tell me you can see it.
It’s giving me a chill . . .
A funny, charming rhyming picture book about
a house full of monsters with an unexpected
twist from internationally acclaimed comedy
duo The Umbilical Brothers, with gorgeous, rich
illustrations by Berlin artist, Johan Potma.
THE UMBILICAL BROTHERS are international
comedy duo David Collins and Shane Dundas,
and are named as two of Entertainment Weekly’s
‘100 Most Creative People In Entertainment’.
Their unique fusion of physical and vocal
comedy has taken them around the world.
They’ve also gained a fanatical toddler and
late–night, potato–chip–eating college fan base
with their television series The Upside Down
Show, Disney’s The Book of Once Upon A Time,
The Sideshow and Maisy. They’ve performed in
38 countries and their online videos are viewed
by over 200,000 people a month. Their stage
shows, film & TV work and multi–platinum DVDs
have won them critical acclaim. Awards include
two BAFTAs,an EMMY, a Logie (Australian
Emmys), a Helpmann (Australian Tonys) for
Comedy Performers of the Year, an Edinburgh
Critics’ Choice Award, Australian Entertainment
Industry’s MO Award for Best Comedy Group for
five years running and, for their work with MTV,
gained a Promax Award.
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They are currently performing 5 different theatre
shows around the world: DON’T EXPLAIN,
SPEEDMOUSE, HEAVEN BY STORM, THE
REHEARSAL and their newest creation, NOT
SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN.
JOHAN POTMA is a Dutch painter and
illustrator who lives and works in Berlin,
Germany and whose work is made with acrylics
and collage on old wooden surfaces like box
lids, signs and cigar boxes. The materials he
uses tell part of the story through the stains,
old nails, dents and cracks; the remainder is
explained through all sorts of monsters, freaks
and oddballs acting out his ideas. His clients
include Playboy, Nickelodeon, Pepsi, XXS,
sixfeet, Titus Skateboarding and Nivea and his
illustrations have been featured in Luerzer’s
Archive 200 Best Illustrators Worldwide (2007,
2008, 2009), The Upset (Die Gestalten Verlag),
Freistil and Communication Arts (2006, 2009).

Picture Book

Grandpa’s Space Adventure

Paul Newman, illustrated by Tom Jellett
Pub date: August 2018
Format: 32pp – 225mm x 260mm
Rights held: World

I’m scared of the dark . . . But Grandpa says we can
still have FUN so he’s taking me camping. Maybe
I’ll be able to have space ADVENTURES like him
one day . . .

Join the creative team behind best–selling
picture book Grandpa’s Big Adventure on a new
voyage full of out–of–this–world delights and
cosmic dangers. This time Grandpa and his
grandson explore a new fear – the dark. But
through Grandpa’s hilarious jokes and tall tales,
his grandson discovers the amazing things you
can see at night–time.
PAUL NEWMAN is an Irish–born author,
illustrator and art teacher based in Sydney. He
has worked in Dublin, London, Hong Kong and
Sydney for a variety of clients in advertising,
newspapers and magazines such as; Leo
Burnett, The South China Morning Post and
The Irish Independent. Most recently he has
been an editorial illustrator for News Limited
working on the Daily and Sunday Telegraph,
The Australian and The Weekend Australian.
He is the recipient of three Stanley awards for
illustration.

Praise for Grandpa’s Big Adventure:
‘An outstanding story for little ones that ticks
many boxes: the bond between grandparents
and their grandchildren, the irresistible lure of
an adventure, ludicrous scenarios that ignite
giggles, and best of all, a strong message
about the importance of learning to swim.’ –
BABYOLOGY
‘. . . this is a fun book from start to finish.’ –
MAGPIES
‘This wonderful celebration of the relationship
between grandparents and grandchild quickly
became an absolute favourite in our house. I
sincerely hope we get to read about more of
Grandpa’s adventures in the future.’ – THE KIDS
BOOKSHOP
‘The warm bond of trust between grandfather
and grandson comes across on every page of
this charming picture book, yet the quirky tale
is a modern and tongue–in–cheek twist on
that bond, with not a hint of sentimentality.’ –
CREATIVE KIDS TALES

Awards and Nominations for Grandpa’s
Big Adventure:
•

Shortlisted, 2017 Speech Pathology Australia
Book of the Year Awards – 5 to 8 Years

•

Notable Book, 2017 CBCA Book of Year
Awards

TOM JELLETT has been an editorial illustrator
for News Limited, working on The Australian,
The Weekend Australian and The Daily
Telegraph.
He is an acclaimed children’s book illustrator
whose work includes the series, The Littlest
Pirate. His picture book with Justine Clarke and
Arthur Baysting, The Gobbledygook is Eating a
Book, has been an Australian bestseller.
In 2011, Tom was included in the editorial
category for Illustrators 53, exhibited at the
Society of Illustrators, New York.
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Picture Book

Ho! Ho! Ho! There’s a
Hippopotamus on Our Roof
Eating Christmas Cake

Hazel Edwards, illustrated by Deborah
Niland
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 32pp – 255mm x 212mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: Stage (Garry Ginivan Attractions)
Rights sold previous titles:
There’s a Hippopotamus on Our Roof Eating Cake:
United Kingdom (Catnip Publishing), China (Sichuan
Publishing House), Audio (Bolinda), Film (Pocket Bonfire
Productions), Stage (Garry Ginivan Attractions)
There’s a Hippopotamus on Our Roof Having Birthday
Cake: China (Sichuan Publishing House), Audio (Bolinda)
There’s a Hippopotamus on Our Hospital Roof Eating
Cake: China (Sichuan Publishing House), Audio (Bolinda),
Stage (Garry Ginivan Attractions)
There’s a Hippopotamus in the Playground Eating Cake:
China (Sichuan Publishing House), Audio (Bolinda), Stage
(Garry Ginivan Attractions)
There’s a Hippopotamus on the Caravan Roof Getting
Sunburnt: China (Sichuan Publishing House), Audio
(Bolinda), Stage (Garry Ginivan Attractions)

Celebrate the joy and excitement of sharing
Christmas with family and friends and a Hippo on
the roof!

My Daddy says there’s a man fixing the tiles on
our roof. But I know why there’s a noise. There’s
a hippopotamus on our roof getting ready
for Christmas. And he’s excited just like me!
A hilarious Christmas–themed celebration in
the best–selling picture book series, There’s a
Hippopotamus on Our Roof Eating Cake.

HAZEL EDWARDS is an award–winning
author of books for adults and children and
was awarded the 2009 ASA Medal in 2009 and
an OAM for Literature in 2013. She has been
nominated three times for The Astrid Lindgren
Memorial Award. Hazel is best known for the
beloved picture book There’s a Hippopotamus
on Our Roof Eating Cake. Since its publication in
1980, the ageless Hippopotamus on the roof has
been reprinted annually, evolved into a series of
six picture books and inspired a junior chapter
book, classroom play scripts, a musical stage
production and a short movie. With over 200
books published, Hazel runs non–boring writing
workshops and mentors aspiring writers online.
In 2015, she published her memoir, Not Just a
Piece of Cake: Being an Author. Hazel is married
with two adult children and two grandsons for
whom she writes stories each birthday.
DEBORAH NILAND has been drawing and
painting all her life. She has painted for art
exhibitions and galleries, and illustrated for
newspapers and magazines. Most of all, she has
built a successful career illustrating children’s
books. Some well–known and popular titles
include Mulga Bill’s Bicycle, When The Wind
Changed and There’s a Hippopotamus On Our
Roof Eating Cake and Chatterbox. Deborah now
enjoys writing and illustrating her own stories.
She has had great success with Annie’s Chair.
This picture book, first published in 2005, has
won many awards, including the 2006 Children’s
Book of the Year for Early Childhood, and several
Children’s Choice awards. Annie to the Rescue,
a follow–up tale of the intrepid little girl, was
published in 2007. Now that her own children
have grown up, Deborah has enjoyed spending
time widening her knowledge of different
illustration techniques, both traditional and
digital. Other interests include doodling, fine
art painting, photography, and playing with the
grandchildren.

Praise for There’s a Hippopotamus on
Our Roof Eating Cake:
‘Books like There’s a Hippopotamus on Our Roof
Eating Cake give confidence to young readers.
The simple repeated patterns never sound
stilted, but make it easy for beginning readers
to predict and read. Mums and dads will
enjoy reading it aloud, and enjoy the humour
on a different level to that perceived by their
children.’ – THE BOOK CHOOK

OVER
95,000
COPIES SOLD
IN AUSTRALIA
AND NEW
ZEALAND
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JANUARY 2005

Picture Book

Who Stole the Rainbow?

Praise for Stripes! No, Spots!:

Pub date: July 2018
Format: 32pp – 265mm x 260mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold: China (Beijing Xiron Books), Taiwan (Youth
Cultural Enterprises)
Rights sold previous title: Stripes! No, Spots!: English
language (Templar)

‘Stripy Tiger and Spotty Leopard have a minor
disagreement as to which is better – stripes
– or, spots?! The disagreement escalates into
progressively worse fights, all out jungle war
and then, of all things, a fashion show. The
number of references in the book subtly linking
to popular culture were hilarious – and the
unstated tendency of the animals to follow the
human tendency for cycles of unnecessary
conflict was clever. There is even a special guest
appearance by a human!’ – BOOKSELLERS NZ

Vasanti Unka

A dazzling ‘mystery thriller for children’ about how
rainbows appear and disappear by award–winning
picture book creator Vasanti Unka.

A razzle–dazzle rainbow suddenly disappears
from the sky . . .
What happened? Was it stolen? Who will solve
the mystery?
Be prepared for a thrilling tale of crime,
suspense, sunshine and rain. This colourful and
memorable tale comes with fold–out pages and
a QR code taking you to a short animated video
in which characters from the book explain how
rainbows (really) appear. Who Stole the Rainbow?
is the perfect story for all budding scientists,
meteorologists and detectives.
VASANTI UNKA is an author, illustrator and
designer whose picture books have won
multiple awards. In 2014 The Boring Book won
the Margaret Mahy Book of the Year Award
at the 2014 NZ Post Book Awards for Children
and Young Adults, and was recognized
internationally with a White Raven and IBBY
Honours awards. Stripes! No, Spots! was lauded
as a 2016 Storylines Notable Picture Book and
has also published in the UK and US. Vasanti
lives in Auckland, New Zealand
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‘The story is so cute! It made me laugh and it
loved how David Attenborough popped up. There
were some fold out pages – a surprise but it
really fits the story. The illustrations are so bright
and colourful, and have such humour in them!
I loved the asides the animals were speaking
and the tanks were adorable. This will make a
great addition to the library and a fun present.’ –
AKIWIBOOKREVIEWS.WORDPRESS.COM

Picture Book

Praise for Why I Love Footy:

Why I Love Summer

Michael Wagner, illustrated by Tom Jellett
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 32pp – 270mm x 270mm
Rights held: World

A joyous and reminiscent story about
holidays, summer and beach–side fun.
MICHAEL WAGNER is a children’s author,
speaker and storyteller. He writes for early
childhood and for older children and his recent
books include Why I Love Footy illustrated by
Tom Jellett.
Prior to becoming a children’s author, Michael
played in a band that almost became famous,
spent ten years working as a radio broadcaster
with the ABC, wrote and produced award–
winning animation for television, and wrote and
performed comedy. He is the author of the Maxx
Rumble series, the Undys series and the Ted
series. He also runs the publishing venture Billy
Goat Books.
TOM JELLETT has been an editorial illustrator
for News Limited, working on The Australian,
The Weekend Australian and The Daily
Telegraph.
He is an acclaimed children’s book illustrator
whose work includes the series, The Littlest
Pirate. His picture book with Justine Clarke and
Arthur Baysting, The Gobbledygook is Eating a
Book, has been an Australian bestseller.
In 2011, Tom was included in the editorial
category for Illustrators 53, exhibited at the
Society of Illustrators, New York.
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‘This is a picture book for all young lovers of
Aussie Rules football, told from the perspective
of a boy who is a big football fan. As far as he’s
concerned there are a bazillion reasons to love
footy!’ – KIDSBOOKREVIEW.COM
‘Michael Wagner’s love of the game is
contagious and truly shines out in this
informative and fun picture book. The text is
simple, straightforward and engaging. Tom
Jellet’s expressive and colourful illustrations
compliment this passion for footy. The bold,
busy and detailed drawings have truly captured
the atmosphere surrounding a footy game. Tom
Jellet has successfully created movement and
emotion on each page.’ – KIDSREVIEWKREW.
BLOGSPOT.COM.AU

MARCH 2015

Picture Book

Puffin the Architect
Kimberly Andrews

Pub date: August 2018
Format: 32pp – 305mm x 254mm
Rights held: World

Meet Puffin, a clever architect who always
creates the perfect home for her clients. But her
newest clients are VERY hard to please!

Puffin is an architect who always exceeds her
clients’ expectations, that is, until she takes on
the toughest clients ever – her own pufflings!
Puffin takes her tricky new clients on an
inspirational tour of her builds. Together they
visit all kinds of cleverly designed spaces
– Otter’s floating home, Pig’s toolshed on
wheels, Painter Goose’s light–filled studio and
Platypus’s cosy underground bakehouse. The
pufflings are unimpressed. Her clients really are
a challenge!
Will Puffin come up with a puffling–perfect
home design?
This gorgeous story, with endearing animal
characters, intriguing house designs, ingenious
mechanisms and storage solutions to pore over
on every page, will spark a brand new generation
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of architects, engineers and interior designers!
KIMBERLY ANDREWS is a trained biologist
and geologist who grew up in the Canadian
Rockies, and she has also lived and worked in
New Zealand, Borneo and the UK. In London,
she worked for The House of Illustration, whose
main ambassador is Quentin Blake, and at the
Natural History Museum. Kimberly now lives
in a small house near Wellington, where she
illustrates and writes, and runs her business
Tumbleweed Tees, designs which feature New
Zealand birds and wildlife.Her first picture
book, Tuna and Hiriwa (Huia, 2016) was a 2017
Storylines Notable Book and shortlisted for
the Te Reo category of the New Zealand Book
Awards for Children and Young Adults.

Picture Book

Little Hector and the Big Blue
Whale
Ruth Paul

Pub date: September 2018
Format: 24pp – 230mm x 215mm
Rights held: World

From award–winning picture book creator
Ruth Paul comes a new series about a plucky
dolphin called Little Hector and his BIG
adventures.
Introducing . . . Little Hector!
A small but daring dolphin, Little Hector swims
out into the deep blue ocean. He meets many
dangers — and an unlikely friend — and proves
you are never too small to have BIG adventures.
Children will love meeting Little Hector and his
friends, and will also learn how we can help to
look after our precious marine environment and
its inhabitants.
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A gorgeous new picture book for young children
to find out all about the tiny and endangered
Hector’s dolphin.
RUTH PAUL lives in an off–grid, straw–bale
house on a farm just outside Wellington, New
Zealand. As well as writing and illustrating
children’s picture books, Ruth has worked as a
costume illustrator for Peter Jackson movies.
Ruth started writing and illustrating her own
picture books in 2004 and has created over
15 titles. Her books have sold in USA, Canada,
the UK, China and Korea, with translations in 5
languages. Her original picture book illustrations
have contributed to touring exhibitions for
Painted Stories (previously Te Tai Tamariki
Trust) and two are held in the prestigious Mazza
Collection at the University of Findlay, Ohio.
Awards for Ruth Paul
•

Winner, 2008 NZ Post Children’s Choice
picture book award, The King’s Bubbles

•

Finalist, 2012 NZ Post Book Awards, Stomp

•

Selected for the 2014 US Kid’s Indie Next List,
Bad Dog Flash

© Bob Tulloch

Picture Book

Dame Lynley Dodd Reissues
We are thrilled to be reiussing several titles by Dame Lynley Dodd, from the Hairy Maclary and
Friends series, and her stand alone titles.
Since the book Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy was first published in 1983, Hairy Maclary and
his friends have become firm favourites with children and adults all over the world.
The Hairy Maclary and Friends series has now sold over 10 million copies worldwide.
Several children’s musicals and a range of licensed products have grown from their obvious
popularity.
The series includes 21 stand–alone print titles, numerous story collections and treasuries, an early
learning series for very young readers, a cloth book for babies, two touch and feel books, a lift the
flap board book, and a range of digital book offerings and Apps.
DAME LYNLEY DODD is the author and illustrator of the much–loved Hairy Maclary and Friends
series, as well as numerous other best–selling children’s stories. She published Hairy Maclary from
Donaldson’s Dairy in 1983 and has gone on to write and illustrate a further 20 stories in the series,
including stories based around some of Hairy Maclary’s canine friends and feline foes – Slinky
Malinki, Schnitzel von Krumm, Scarface Claw, and a duckling called Zachary Quack. Lynley lives in
Tauranga, New Zealand.

SEPTEMBER 2018

APRIL 2018
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JANUARY 2018

Picture Book

Hero of the Sea

David Hill, illustrated by Phoebe Morris
Pub date: October 2018
Format: 32pp – 246mm x 256mm
Rights held: World
Rights sold previous title: First to the Top India (Penguin
Random House India)

Find out all about the famous New Zealand
yachtsman, Sir Peter Blake – his amazing
achievements in yacht racing and his important
work to help save the world’s precious waterways –
in this beautiful illustrated storybook.

A stunning biographical picture book for young
readers about Sir Peter Blake, world–renowned
New Zealand yachtsman, adventurer and
environmentalist.
‘Remember,’ he wrote, ‘this is the most beautiful
world, and it’s the only one we’ve got.’
Sir Peter Blake’s life was filled with amazing
adventures. During his 30–year career on the
ocean, he sailed around the globe, won the
world’s most famous races and broke records.
Even his red socks became a national sensation.
But no matter how many trophies Peter won, he
always knew the survival of our planet was more
important.

DAVID HILL is a prolific and highly regarded
New Zealand writer, playwright, poet, columnist
and critic. Best known for his highly popular and
award–winning body of work for young people,
ranging from picture books to teenage fiction,
his novels have been published all around the
world and translated into several languages.
In 2004 David was made a Member of the New
Zealand Order of Merit and in 2005 he was
awarded the Storylines Margaret Mahy Medal,
acknowledging his significant contribution to
children’s literature in New Zealand.
Freelance illustrator PHOEBE MORRIS works
from a small studio in Wellington. Hero of the
Sea is her fourth collaboration with acclaimed
author David Hill, and their award–winning
picture book series of biographies of famous
New Zealanders for Penguin Random House
New Zealand has earned her unanimous praise.
In a review for the New Zealand Listener about
her first picture book, First to the Top, Ann Packer
wrote ‘Wellingtonian Phoebe Morris makes a
stunning debut as an illustrator . . . from the
arresting cover, through cameos of his younger
life, to haunting, other–worldly mountainscapes,
Morris’s style gives the old story a cool new
edge.’

This illustrated picture book, by an acclaimed
author and illustrator, tells the remarkable story
of a true hero.
It is the fourth book in their bestselling series
about famous New Zealanders.

Speed King

David Hill and Phoebe Morris
(illust.)

First to the Top

AUGUST 2016

JULY 2015

Sky High

David Hill and Phoebe Morris
(illust.)

David Hill and Phoebe Morris
(illust.)
JULY 2017
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